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my first impression of the planswift software is that the user interface is very good. as a lifelong
construction professional, i actually think that it is user friendly and intuitive. the overall ease of learning
the tool is very good; and the support system is reliable and fast. the system is not as easy to learn as

planplus. however, the lower learning curve (about five minutes or less) compared to planplus, planswift
is a terrific tool. when my boss first saw the planswift system he actually said "wait a minute, this is what
i have been looking for since planplus. " since planswift has been implemented here, we are starting to

get a great deal of feedback from clients and it is our opinion that this tool is really going to be a
complete home run. i just started using planswift pro and can see that there is now a version 9. this

raises an immediate issue for me. i own a copy of v. 8, and was told that planswift 9 would not work with
old software. i was told that i needed a free version to accomplish that. has anyone attempted to

upgrade old software to version 9? if so, how did you accomplish that? i love it!!! i have to admit, i am
lazy when it comes to any sort of project and like to do things the old-fashioned way, but i really do love
planswift 9. it seems like so much less of a hassle than using the software that i usually rent when i have
to do a takeoff and when i use that, for the most part, they have their other software set up to be used
by me, meaning that if i wanted to change things on a bid it's actually already changed for me. and so

far, i've had very few problems actually. mostly, they don't even let me check-in on a bid.. with planswift
9, i can check in my changes, save my changes, change the original, check in my changes, and even

undo my changes if i want. and my changes will all be sent back to the customer in a pdf. with no issues
at all.
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